EcoDISTRICTS Framework Concept for Metro Portland
Rob Bennett, Portland+Oregon Sustainability Institute

What if your neighborhood needed no outside energy for heating &
cooling, produced a significant share of its electricity & fresh water,
managed all of its organic waste and sewage, produced significant
amounts of fresh foods, was home to a diversity of species that thrive
in urban habitat?
Leading edge policy makers, urban planners and developers across the
world are starting to build such “eco districts.”
Background
Portland’s reputation as a livable and sustainable community has been largely built
upon a foundation of consistent leadership and investment in growth management,
multi modal transportation infrastructure, energy efficiency, and low impact
development practices.
In total, such investment in livability has resulted in a set of best practices for urban
development that has significant environmental, social and economic benefits. While
Portland’s livability has been well documented and significant investments in urban
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redevelopment, transit ridership, bicycle commuting, stormwater management and
open space protection has resulted in favorable sustainability rankings1, less attention
has been given to the economic benefits that such investments can bring to the region.
This is changing as economists Joe Cortright and business leaders like Gerding Edlen
prove that investments in sustainability create a significant competitive advantage
against competitor cities.2 Indeed, the region’s efforts to grow a clean tech and
sustainable industries (CTSI) cluster are now just beginning to bear fruit.3
Portland’s ability to maintain its distinctiveness and economic growth in these sectors
will depend in large part on how new sustainability strategies can be accelerated and
scaled up to meet the needs of citizens while significantly reducing the region’s
collective environmental footprint in key areas such as energy, water, and carbon
dioxide. In addition, new strategies need to be added to the region’s sustainability
toolbox including congestion pricing for single occupancy vehicles, high efficiency
district energy, transportation electrification, large scale building retrofits, and social
marketing and civic engagement efforts that simultaneously enhance livability, create
wealth, and reduce negative environmental impacts. Such strategies need to be
introduced into incremental public and private capital investment and embedded into
long range planning activities guided by performance metrics and goals in the following
areas:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Green job and local business growth
Greenhouse gas emissions reductions
Green building market penetration
Watershed and urban ecosystem health
Distributed stormwater and potable water management
Multi‐modal transportation that prioritizes transit, cycling, and walking
Air toxic and criteria pollutants reductions
Affordable family and workforce housing preservation
Livable and resilient neighborhoods with diverse and robust local services

1

See Sustainlane City Sustainability Rankings: http://www.sustainlane.com/us‐city‐rankings/
See Joe Cortright’s 2008 study documenting the economic benefits of land use and transportation
investments, “Portland's Green Dividend,” http://www.ceosforcities.org/files/PGD%20FINAL.pdf
3
PDC’s 2009 economic development strategy calls out clean tech and sustainable industries as one of
Portland’s four signature clusters. A Feb ’09 PDC survey lists 809 CTSI firms in the region, including 327 in
Multnomah County that account for 9,817 regional jobs; 53% (5,237) in Multnomah County. Multnomah
County saw CTSI earnings increase from $246M to $325M between 2001 and 2006, significantly outpacing
earnings growth in the region. There is a notable concentrations in wind, green building and
environmental services in the City of Portland including Vestas, Iberdrola, CH2M Hill, Solar World, Solaicx,
Brightworks, Gerding Edlen, Ecos, PECI, and Green Building Services. Competitive strengths include an
educated labor force (talent cluster at least 50% larger than average for similar regions), access to
inexpensive energy and water, tax incentives for renewable energy products, quality of life and reputation
as a leader in sustainability
2
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What is EcoDISTRICTS?
EcoDISTRICTS are “triple bottom line” neighborhoods with the lowest possible
environmental impact and highest long‐term economic and community returns.
EcoDISTRICTS focuses on four core areas 1) carbon neutral buildings, 2) zero carbon
transportation and 3) green infrastructure and 4) compact, complete neighborhoods
(also known as “20 minute neighborhoods”). It starts with the fundamental tenant that
“what can be measured can be managed” thus introducing social, environmental and
economic performance metrics to neighborhood development. The objective – to test
and eventually codify the next generation of best practices and commercialization
opportunities in green development and infrastructure that can be scaled to create
neighborhoods with the lowest environmental impact and highest economic and social
resiliency in the United States.

Carbon Neutral Buildings
Green Infrastructure
Zero Carbon
Transportanon
Compact, Complete
Communines

The EcoDISTRICTS initiative focuses on developing strategies and tools within three core
areas; Best Practices Development and Policies), Governance & Financing and Civic
Ecology4 (social networks and behavior change).

Best PracBces:
Development &
Policies

3

Sustainable
Governance &
Financing

Civic Ecology:
Social Networks &
Behavoir
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Thus EcoDISTRICTS require the integration of best practices in the areas of urban design,
community participation and institutional alignment, modeling and visualization tools,
rating and evaluation systems, zoning and building codes, building and infrastructure
financing and green building and infrastructure design and construction. Strategies can
include:
– Aggressive energy and resource reduction strategies to the design and
engineering of buildings and infrastructure;
– New zoning regulations and green building codes;
– Expanded transportation options and aggressive demand management
strategies;
– New financing tools including energy efficiency utility districts to fund energy
efficient building retrofits;
– Housing options that emphasis high density family, senior and workforce
housing;
– Civic participation and participatory decision making;
– Baseline environmental, economic, and social impacts including metrics such
as LEED ND and the Livable Places Index.
– Appropriate scales for multi‐site resource sharing and recycling.
EcoDISTRICTS is part of a “nested” regional development agenda that includes 1)
Metro’s Centers Program that seeks to accelerate the build out of high quality town
centers along major transportation routes; 2) Portland’s “20 minute neighborhood”
strategy to concentrate locally servicing retail and services in to create mixed use,
vibrant neighborhoods; and 3) PDC’s Green Main Streets, a commercial district
revitalization strategy.
In addition, EcoDISTRICTS builds on existing green building, climate protection, energy
efficiency, and green job creation policy initiatives that the State, Metro, the City of
Portland and other metropolitan jurisdictions have adopted. At the state level, Oregon
has established aggressive goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions (75% below
1990 levels by 2050). The state has created policies and incentives to achieve them.
Oregon has also created both a statewide Sustainability Board and Global Warming
Commission to support regional and local government sustainability efforts. At the
regional level, Metro regional government (only elected regional government in the
country) has recently reorganized around sustainability functions and initiated a Climate
Action Strategy for its 28 political jurisdictions that includes the Regional Transportation
Plan and land use strategies. Locally, the City of Portland and Multnomah County were
the first United States city/county to set greenhouse gas goals (1991) and to create a
climate action plan. The City Council has set a goal of 80 percent reductions by 2050
and is currently updating its greenhouse gas, green building, and economic
4

See Tim Smith’s Civic Ecology White Paper,
http://www.serapdx.com/project.php?category=7&project=126
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development strategies. BES has adopted a far‐reaching green infrastructure program
called Gray to Green and the Portland Bureau of Transportation is creating new Bicycle
and Streetcar investment strategies. EcoDISTRICTS is designed to meet the goals and
accelerate the investments embedded in these plans.
EcoDISTRICTS Goals
I. Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emission and Air Pollution: The state of Oregon and
Portland have created aggressive greenhouse gas emission reductions that
EcoDISTRICTS helps to address through neighborhood energy savings in the following
areas: building scale passive design, equipment efficiency, and occupant behavior best
practices; district‐scale energy generation (high efficiency and renewables); reduced
vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and more efficient water distribution systems.
II. Clean and Safe Water: Priorities includes district‐scaled water efficiency and reuse,
district‐scaled greywater management and reuse, and district‐scaled storm water
management practices that meet’s the City of Portland’s Stormwater Management
Manual. These technologies will look to reduce the life cycle costs and environmental
impacts of pumping and treatment, enhance urban watershed and estuary health, and
provide flexibility and redundancy in the City’s water distribution system.
III. Land Preservation and Restoration: Through smart growth best practices, efficient
land utilization will be emphasized through prioritized densification (e.g. brownfield,
infill, along transit corridors), district‐scaled resource sharing systems, transit‐oriented
development, environmental legibility, and the 20‐minute neighborhood. Restoration
will emphasize bioremediation for land recycling and habitat enhancement (urban and
edge). Additionally, advanced technologies and systems for waste reduction, reuse, and
recycling both in the construction of buildings and infrastructure and in their ongoing
management and operation.
IV. Healthy Communities and Ecosystems: Priorities include strategies to enhance and
protect human and ecosystem health through a variety of best practice in the areas of 1)
improved air quality, daylighting access, and reduction of harmful chemicals in buildings;
2) prioritization of walking and cycling as the primary mode of transportation for
residents and visitors; 3) mixed income and generational housing, schools, daycare, and
community centers; 4) brownfield remediation, and 5) watershed and ecosystem
enhancement including on‐site greywater, wastewater and storm water management to
reduce the mean concentration of certain contaminants of concern found in water and
fish tissue in the Columbia River basin.
V. Green Job Creation: EcoDISTRICTS creates a fertile proving ground to create an
applied economic development strategy that will help grow green and clean tech jobs;
create commercialization opportunities for corporate entities looking to deploy next
5
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generation products and services at centers of sustainability innovation; and attract
outside direct investment.
Key Programmatic Activities
EcoDISTRICTS includes three distinct programmatic components:

INVESTIGATION & PLANNING
idennﬁcanon and analysis of pilot districts and tesnng and of new neighborhood/
district planning tools, including best pracnce ranng systems, scenario and
visualizanon sorware, and environmental and social footprint measurement tools

PILOTS
implemennng next generanon green development, green infrastructure and
community development best pracnces through large scale and neighborhood inﬁll
projects

CODIFICATION
Analyze and implement public‐private ﬁnancing strategies, incennves, building and
zoning regulanons, and ranng and monitoring systems

Expected Project Outcomes
1. Adopted incentive and regulatory framework to promote performance based
“beyond code” EcoDISTRICT best practices.
2. Reductions attributable to EcoDistrict actions (both inside and outside the District) ‐
Metrics subject to change as a result of convening of steering and advisory teams
a. GHG—tons
b. Air toxics (indoor and outdoor)—pounds or tons
c. Energy consumption—BTU’s per bldg or infrastructure compared to baseline
neighborhoods
d. Diesel emissions—vehicle and stationary engines compared to national or
state standard
e. Water use and sewage—gallons/day compared to baseline neighborhoods
f. Soil contamination—tons contaminants removed/neutralized
g. Waste generation—tons compared with baseline neighborhoods
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h. Cost of utility services‐‐$s compared to baseline
3. Increases attributable to EcoDistrict actions
a. Storm water quantity and quality—gallons and contaminant loading per storm
event compared to baseline water reuse—gallons compared to baseline
a. Jobs—short term construction, long term operation and maintenance,
permanent businesses locating within the District
b. Affordable housing units—compare income, generational and family mix to
baseline, city average etc.
c. Shared community amenities such as community centers, daycare, and
schools—capacity compared to city average
d. Expanded transportation options and nearby commercial, retail and service
amenities to reduce the need for car ownership, and affordable tenure options
tied to building design. Will need to devise an appropriate measure.
e. Increased local economic multiplier indicating a growth in locally‐owned
businesses, clusters, and investment.
4. Development of project demonstrations with completed master planning and
deployment of sustainable practices at the district level measured by:
a. Number of services provided—energy production and efficiency, water
efficiency, reduction, reuse, etc., green roof/wall/garden, mobility/parking,
street and building cleaning—compared to other districts in US or abroad
b. Degree of integration among those services producing otherwise unobtainable
reductions in energy, water, toxics, etc.—identify and measure unique
synergies
Collaboration and Partnerships
EcoDISTRICTS is a unique public‐private partnership between the Portland+Oregon
Sustainability Institute, the City of Portland, Portland Development Commission, Metro,
Oregon Built Environment & Sustainable Technologies Center (BEST), and real estate,
design, and construction industries. P+OSI will lead the EcoDISTRICTS strategy,
convening key City of Portland bureaus (BPS, PDC, PBOT, BES, Water, BDS), Metro, and a
technical advisory committee to guide development and implementation. Specific
partner responsibilities include:
– Portland+Oregon Sustainability Institute to provide overall project
management and facilitation.
– Oregon Solutions to provide project facilitation and development of
governance structures.
– City of Portland to provide policy support related to sustainability policy, land
use planning and public infrastructure.
– Portland Development Commission to provide project management and
7
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–
–
–
–
–

financial and technical analysis for pilots within PDC urban renewal areas.
Metro to provide policy support related to land use planning, transportation
and public infrastructure.
The State of Oregon Departments of Environmental Quality, Energy and
Economic Development to provide technical assistance
Portland State University to provide faculty and student research through the
Center for Sustainable Processes and Practices.
Oregon BEST to identify relevant green building product and service
commercialization opportunities to be tested in pilot projects.
Private sector green development industry leaders to provide technical
assistance in the development of financing, design, engineering, and
operations best practices and metrics.

Stakeholders include:
– The Climate Trust, which will help design, fund and implement carbon offsets
– Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance Betterbricks Program and Pacific NW
National Laboratory will provide technical assistance (daylighting, advanced
lighting, passive ventilation modeling)
– Energy Trust to provide technical support
– Bonneville Environment Foundation ‐ investment in carbon offset projects
– Renewable Northwest Project, will provide connection to innovative
technology solutions and workforce training
– Worksystems Inc. and Portland Community College to develop and deliver
green workforce training programs
– Northwest Natural, Portland General Electric and Pacific Power will provide
policy, technical and implementation assistance.
– Neighborhood and community groups in the individual EcoDISTRICTS will be
engaged in project design and implementation to assure that community
concerns, including any social impacts issues are addressed
Proposed Workplan & Timeline
– April ’09: P+OSI finalizes the EcoDISTRICT framework that identifies key goals,
deliverables, and metrics
– April ’09: Steering Committee identifies and selects first pilots to participate in
the program
– May ’09; MOUs signed with first phase EcoDISTRICT pilot neighborhoods
– May‐June ’09: Steering (subcabinet of Mayor Adam’s Planning and
Sustainability Cabinet) and interdepartmental technical committees created,
with emphasis on regulatory, design, finance, and research &
commercialization
– June ’09: P+OSI drafts analysis of sustainability metrics and relevant case
studies
8
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– June ’09: City of Portland and Metro host practitioners’ summit to kick off
EcoDISTRICT initiative and solicit feedback on scope of work, criteria, and
deliverables
– July ’09: P+OSI to hire Technical Director to run the EcoDISTRICT Initiative
– July‐August ’09: EcoDISTRICT program introduced to City and Metro Councils
for adoption
– Fall ’09: Financial and technical feasibility completed for 2‐3 pilot projects
within Pilot EcoDISTRICTS
– 2010: Develop EcoDISTRICT concept design strategies for 4 metro‐area sites
– 2010: Regulatory reform analysis and recommendations (zoning and building
codes, fees and incentives).
– 2010‐2011: EcoDISTRICT Regulatory changes introduced for adoption to City
Council as Part of Portland Plan adoption
Appendix A: Potential EcoDISTRICT Indicators and Metrics
Indicator
ENVIRONMEMT
Ecology

Metric

How To Measure It

Source

Protection of species and
ecological communities

Compliance with Habitat Conservation Plan
under Endangered Species Act

LEED ND

Protection of species and
ecological communities

Survey of imperiled species and restoration.

LEED ND

Preserve natural hydrologic
flows

No wetlands, riparian areas, water bodies,
flood plain or within 100 feet of above. OR
incorporate BMPs to minimize impact if on site
above.
No more than 25% prime soils
Build any residences with average density of
7/acre of buildable land and non‐residential
with minimum average .50 FAR per acre.

LEED ND

Reuse land and reduce
contamination

Conduct Phase II Enviro Site Assessment and
Remediate

LEED ND

Contaminant reduction in
brownfield remediation

Earn brownfield clean up credit and use
cleanup methods for 100% of site that treat,
reduce or eliminate volume of toxicity.

LEED ND
GCTc8

Preservation of greenfields

Locate project on infill site and/or adjacent to
previously developed site

LEED ND

Minimize erosion

Avoid sites with pre‐project slopes greater than
15% OR restore native/adapted plans to 100%
of previously developed slopes over 40%, 60%
for slopes btwn 25‐40%, and 40% for slopes
btwn 15‐25%.

LEED ND

Habitat and Wetland
Conservation

Identify significant habitat and identify
strategies to preserve it OR for previously
developed site, restore with 90% native plants
OR conserve 100% of water bodies or wetlands
on site.

LEED ND

Protect agricultural resources
Land Conservation

9
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Restore Habitat and Wetlands

Restore native habitat or predeveloped water
bodies/wetlands in area greater than 10% of
development footprint.

LEED ND

Natural Habitat and Wildlife

Regenerate degraded environments and halt
biodiversity loss. (Identify/monitory any key
species, complete a site‐specific action plan,
identify at least one opportunity to regenerate
degraded local natural resource stocks (soils,
trees, fisheries, etc) and implement plan. At
least 2 case studies showcased, one for
biodiversity and one for natural resource
stocks.)

One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)

Conservation Management of
Habitat or Wetlands

Create a long term management plan for on‐
site native habitat OR create long term plan for
on site wetlands/water bodies.

LEED ND

Construction Activity
Pollution Prevention

Implement ESC Plan for all construction
activities within the project.

LEED ND
GCTp1

Minimal Site Design
Disturbance

Locate development on areas that are 100%
previously developed OR preserve between 10
and 20% of undisturbed land depending on
density of development.

LEED ND
GCTc6

Minimal Construction Site
Disturbance

Construction footprint is on 100% previously
developed area or limit site disturbance to 40
ft from bldg perimeter, 10 ft from surface
walkways, 15 ft from primary roadways, and
25 ft from constructed areas with permeable
surfaces.
For previously developed sites, reduce runoff
by 15‐75% OR for other sites, reduce runoff by
20‐100%.

LEED ND
GCTc7

Storm water quantity and
quality

gallons and contaminant loading per storm
event compared to baseline water reuse—
gallons compared to baseline

EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper

Heat Island Effect

Provide 50% site shading or reflective materials
or install 75% SRI compliant roof or 50% green
roof or a combination.

LEED ND
GCTc10

Light Pollution Reduction

Do not exceed 80% of lighting power densities
for exterior areas and 50% for interior areas in
ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1‐2004.

LEED ND
GCTc20

Soil contamination

tons of contaminants removed/neutralized

Reduced VMTs

1/4 mile walk of 4 or 1/2 mile walk of 6 diverse
uses

EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper
LEED ND

Reduced VMTs

50% of dwelling units w/in 1/4 mile of bus or
1/2 mile of rapid transit

LEED ND

Reduced VMTs

Locate on transit service with 20+ easily
accessible rides per week day.

LEED ND

Reduced VMTs

Locate project so that 50% of dwellings or
businesses are within 3 miles of at least 4
diverse uses on an existing bike network.

LEED ND

Reduced need for car
ownership

Transportation options to access commercial,
retail and service amenities

EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper

Stormwater Management

Transportation
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Transportation Demand
Management

Create comprehensive transpotation demand
management program to reduce weekday
trops by at least 20% OR provide subsitized
transit passes for one year OR provide transit
service to modes of mass transit outside
development.
Residential includes 25% of total project SF and
within 1/2 mile of pf pre‐project jobs for more
than 50% of dwelling units OR non‐residential
component located on an infill site within 1/2
mile walk to rail transit and existing dwellings
equal totalling 50% of need based on new jobs
created by project.

LEED ND
NPDc10

Locate project so that 50% of dwelling units are
within 1/2 mile walk of existing or planned
school.
Locate off street parking at side or rear of
building; use no more than 20% of
development footprint for parking; and
provide bike/carpool parking for any non‐
residential building or multifamily residence.

LEED ND

Reduced irrigation and
building use demand

(indoor/oudoor option) At least 90% of
buildings reduce potable water demand for
building fixtures by an average of 20‐30% for
buildings over 3 stories of comply with low
flow standards for residences of 3 or fewer
stories. OR use only reclaimed water for
irrigation demand or install landscape that
does not require permanent irrigation.

LEED ND
GCTc3

Water use and sewage

gallons/day compared to baseline
neighborhoods
Achieve a positive impact on local water
resources and supply (Implement water use
efficiency measures, re‐use and recycling;
minimise water extraction and pollution; foster
sustainable water and sewage management in
the landscape; restore natural water cycles.)

EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper
One Planet
Living

Reduced pollution from
wastewater

Divert at least 50% of wastewater and reuse
wastewater to replace potable water. Provide
on site wastewater treatment

LEED ND
GCTc16

Building energy performance

Design at least 90% of all buildings to meet
minimum energy performance at least 10%‐
20% better than base building depending on
building type and applicable energy model or
deisgn to qualify as an energy star home.

LEED ND
GCTc2

Building Orientation

Orient buildings such that 75% or more of a
project's blocks has one axis within 15 degrees
of geographical east/west OR orient so that at
least 75% of buidlings have on axis that is at
least 1.5 times longer than the other and that
the longer axis is within 15 degrees of an
east/west axis.

LEED ND
GCTc11

Housing and Job Proximity

Access to schools
Reduced parking

Water

Sustainable Water

Energy

11
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On‐Site Generation

Generate at least 5% of projects specified
electric load OR develop system with capacity
of at least 5% of annual electrical and thermal
load.
Generate at least 5% of projects specified
electric load or develop system with capacity
of at least 5% of annual electrical thermal load
through renewable sources.

LEED ND
GCTc12

District Heating and Cooling

Incorporate DHC for space conditionaing of all
buildings such that 80% of project total SF is
connected and 80% of load is connected.

LEED ND
GCTc14

Infrastructure Energy
Efficiency

Purchase stret lights, water, wastewater
pumps and treatment to achieve 15% energy
reduction.
BTU’s per bldg or infrastructure compared to
baseline neighborhoods

LEED ND
GCTc15

Total CO2 emissions shall be less than or equal
to the national average for grid supplied
electricity (sum of 1545 lb/MWh for on site
power and 145 lb/MMBtu for thermal energy
on site)
Total tons

LEED ND
GCTc12

On‐Site Renewable Sources

Energy consumption
GHG Emissions

CO2 emissions

CO2 emissions

Materials

Air toxics (indoor and
outdoor)
CO2 emissions

pounds or tons

Sustainable Transport

Reduce reliance on private vehicles and
achieve major reductions of CO2 emissions
from transport. (These targets will be based on
a transport CO2 per capita and will need to
show reduction over an agreed regional
benchmark and progression year on year
towards a "One Planet Living" level. Offset
emmissions from remaining demand)

Diesel emissions

vehicle and stationary engines compared to
national or state standard

Life Cycle Analysis

Material Flux Analysis

Ecological Footprint

12

Achieve net CO2 emissions of zero from
buildings and structures

LEED ND
GCTc13

EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper

EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper
EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper
One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)
One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)

EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper
Australian
Housing and
Urban
Research
Institute
AHURI
Australian
Housing and
Urban
Research
Institute
AHURI
Australian
Housing and
Urban
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Building reuse

Incorporate into the development one project
that maintains at least 50% of existing building
structure based on surface area.

Recycled content in
infrastructure

Use indicated recycled materials if present in
project: 90% by volume recycled aggregate for
aggregate base; 15% recycled asphalt
pavement for asphalt base; 25% mix for typical
Portland cement concrete; and 15‐75%
recycled content (depending on aggregate) for
asphalt concrete pavement.

LEED ND
GCTc17

Construction Waste
Management

Recycle at least 50% of all construction waste.

LEED ND
GCTc18

Comprehensive Waste
Management

Meet two of three: include drop off point
available to all occupants for potentiall
hazardous wastes; include at least one
recycling station; or include at least one
compost station.
Eliminate waste flows to landfill and for
incineration. At least 70% diversion by 2020.

LEED ND
GCTc19

Waste

Food

Certified
Buildings
EQUITY
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Research
Institute
AHURI
LEED ND
GCTc4

One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)
EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper
One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)

Waste generated

tons compared with baseline neighborhoods

Local and sustainable
materials

Transform materials supply to the point where
it has a net positive impact on the environment
and local economy. (Country‐specific targets
should be determined to increase and optimise
the use of local, reclaimed, renewable,
recycled and low environmental impact
materials for construction and estate
management)

Local food production

Do not prohibit areas for growing produce
within the community and promote one of the
following: neighborhood farms and gardens,
community supported agriculture, or proximity
to farmers markets.

LEED ND
NPDc16

Local and sustainable food

Transform food supply to the point where it
has a net positive impact on the environment,
local economy and people's well‐being
(By 2020, 25‐50% of food (by weight) should be
locally sourced from low environmental impact
farming with reduced packaging from a radius
of 50 to 100 km from the centre of the site.)

One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)

Encouragement of green
building practices

For projects with 5 or fewer buildings, certify
one LEED building or for projects with 6 or
more buildingds, certify a percentage of total
buildings.

LEED ND
GCTc1
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Fair Distribution
of Burdens and
Benefits of
Growth

Social Inclusion

Equity Ownership and Profit‐
Sharing Opportunities

Governance and
Management of Business

Housing
Availability

Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
LEED ND
NPDc3

Diversity of housing types

Achieve at least .5 score by Simpson Diversity
Index score.

Affordability of rental housing

Include proportion of rental units for
housholds earning below area median income
so that of all rental units 15% priced up to 50%
of median income OR 30% priced up to 80%
median income OR 15% for 50% and additional
15% for 80% of area median income.

LEED ND
NPDc4

Affordability of owned
housing

Include proportion of sale units for housholds
earning below area median income so that of
all rental units 10% priced up to 80% of median
income OR 20% priced up to 120% median
income OR 10% for 80% and additional 10% for
120% of area median income.

LEED ND
NPDc5

Affordable housing units

compare income, generational and family mix
to baseline, city average etc.

EcoDISTRICT
Concept Paper

Diverse access catered to all
abilities

For each residential unit, at least 20% if each
housing type shall comply with Fair Housing
Amendments Act and Rehabilitation Act and
for common use facilities apply FHHA and
Rehabilitation Act provisions for facilities and
rights‐of‐way for resdidential and ADA
provisions for non‐resdential.

LEED ND
NPDc14

Access to basic necessities

capacity of community centers, daycare, and
schools etc. compared to city average

Community
Involvement

Community Participation

Response to
Community
Context

Inclusive Engagement

Meet with neighbors to solicit input for projec
during deisgn, host community meeting,
modify design based on community input,
work with community associations, and
establish ongoing communication between
developer and community.

Accessibility
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LEED ND
NPDc15

Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
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Alignment with Community
Context

Strengthening of
Community
Fabric

Community Sense of Place
and Identity

Inviting Public Spaces

Enhances Social Connection
and Civic Engagement

Community Involvement by
Project Developers and
Project Businesses
Community
Connections

Public Spaces

Physical district connections

All streets and sidewalks that are built as part
of the project or serving the project directly
are available for public use and not gated.

Promotion of livability

Design and build project to achieve average
densitities of .75 to 3.5 FAR for non residential
or 10‐70 dwelling units per acre for residential.

Diversity of uses

Include residential dwellings for at least 25% of
total bldg SF and locate such that 50% of
dwellings are within 1/2 mile walk of identified
diverse uses. Verify that pedestrians can reach
uses via routes on streets with speed limits of
less than 25 mph (unless streets have vehicle
traffic constrols)
Locate project so that green space of at least
1.6 acre in area is within 1/6 mile walking
distance of 90% of dwelling units. For projects
smaller than 7 acres, park total shall average
minimum 1/2 acre.
Locate project so that open space facility of at
least 1 acre is within 1/2 mile walk from 90% of
dwelling units OR so that 50% of all buildings
are within 1/4 mile walk of at least 3 mile trail
OR so that 90% of dwellings are located within
1/4 mile walk of public rec center or gym with
outdoor facilities.

Access to parks

Access to open space

Walkable
Streets

15

Pedestrian comfort and
increased physical activity

Design project to accommodate functional
entry, 30% street frontages within
development, continuous sidewalks,
residential streets with max speed of 20 mph,
non‐residential streets with max speed of 25
mph.

Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
LEED ND

LEED ND
NPDc1

LEED ND
NPCc12

LEED ND
NPDc13

LEED ND
NPDc7

EcoDISTRICT Framework Concept

Interconnectivity of
community

Include pedestrian/bike through connection in
at least 50% of any new cul‐de‐sacs and meet
required average street network grid density
for projects smaller than 7 acres of larger than
7 acres.

LEED ND
NPDc8

Comfort of transit facilities

Provide covered and partially enclosed shelters
with at least one bench at each transit stop
within project boundaries and provide signage
with local transit info.

LEED ND
NDPc9

Access to nearby amenities

Design projects with at least one through
street at project boundary every 800 feet.

LEED ND
NPDc11

Quality of life

Health and Happiness

Increase health and quality of life of OPL
project members and others (Residents'
satisfaction levels and concerns must be
regularly monitored. Explore feasibility of
meeting UN standards for health, security and
environmental quality. Showcase at least 2
examples of strategies to promote health and
happiness.)

One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)

Foster Healthy
Living

Community Completeness

Historic building reuse

Incorporate at least one historic building and
rehabilitate according to historic standards.

Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
LEED ND
GCTc5

Culture and heritage

Protect and build on local cultural heritage and
diversity (Produce a site specific action plan to
maintain, enhance or revive valuable aspects
of local culture and heritage (anything from
local buildings to local produce or arts and
crafts). Produce at least 2 case studies.)

One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)

Accessible and Affordable
Housing Options

Mobility

Integration with Other
Environmental Sustainability
Goals
Employee Health and Safety

Cultural
Preservation
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Equity and Fair Trade

ECONOMY
Employment
Contribution to
a Vibrant
Community
Economy

Percentage employed
Community Economic
Development

Contribution to
a Vibrant
Community
Economy

Rewarding Employment
Opportunities

Contribution to
a Vibrant
Community
Economy

Positive Impact on Fiscal
Health of Community

Employment

Ensure that the OPL project's impact on
surrounding communities is positive. Identify
country‐specific priorities of equity and fair
trade. Where products are imported from
developing countries, targets should be set for
the proportion that must be certified fair trade.
At least 2 case studies should be showcased.

Cost of utility services

dollars compared to baseline

Jobs availability

short term construction, long term operation
and maintenance, permanent businesses
locating within the District

One Planet
Living
(commonly
accepted
targets by
2020)

Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
Draft Social
Bottom Line
Framework
Janet Hammer
PSU
EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper
EcoDISTRICTS
Concept Paper

APPENDIX B: Mayor Adam’s EcoDISTRICT Cabinet (Invited)
Ethan Seltzer, Portland State University
Jeff Stuhr, Holst Architecture, PC
David Knowles, David Evans & Associates
Scott Lewis, Brightworks
Margie Harris, Energy Trust of Oregon
Amy Cortese, ZGF Architects
Jim Desmond, Metro
Leslie Carlson, Sustainable Development Commission
Jennifer Allen, Portland State University
Gwen Baldwin, Baldwin Consulting
Bill Blosser, Environmental Quality Commission
Robin Denburg
Mike Houck, Urban Greenspaces Institute
Hajo Neis, University of Oregon, Director Urban Architecture; PUARL
Bob Sallinger, Audubon Society of Portland
Michael Sestric, Institutional Facilities Coalition
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